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In conjunction with the restrictions put in place in the IFC bylaws below, may attention be 

brought to the final statement: 

7.2. Recruitment Restrictions 

7.2.1. During the recruitment process, IFC member chapters shall not: 

7.2.1.1. Use alcohol, legal or illegal drugs, derogatory or 

provocative words, phrases, or pictures, or copyrighted materials for 

the purpose of recruitment marketing 

7.2.1.2. Consume drugs or alcohol in close proximity to 

potential new members 

7.2.1.3. Provide drugs or alcohol to potential new members 

… 

7.2.1.6. Actively utilize women or have women present at 

events 

7.2.1.7. Consume or encourage the consumption of alcohol 

or legal or illegal drugs 

… 

7.2.1.10. Hold social functions, parties, “invite-only” recreational 

events not sanctioned by the Vice President of Recruitment, fight 

nights, or similar events, with or without alcohol 

… 

7.2.1.14. Violate any terms of the IFC Constitution, IFC Bylaws, 

any IFC Rules and Regulations including the IFC Code of Conduct, 

university policy, or local, state, or federal law 

7.2.2. The Vice President of Recruitment may publish a set of binding 

guidelines that further govern the recruitment period 

 

Following the hospitalization of 2 individuals stemming from unregistered social events from 

off-campus housing where said properties were occupied by multiple members of USF IFC 

fraternities, the executive board must take steps to ensure that our chapters discontinue 

behaviors that put not only the chapters of the council but also individuals at risk of any 
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form of harm. The council carries the moral responsibility to protect the chapters and ensure 

the safety and well-being of its members and those that come in contact with them. 

The recruitment “Do’s and Don’ts” document dispersed from summer dictates: 

In the case(s) that these rules are broken, disciplinary actions will be considered in 

accordance to our bylaws. As your governing body, the board wants to protect our 

chapters from getting shut down and guys from getting arrested. If we have to step 

in to ensure that, we will. Be aware that reported cases of alleged sexual assault and 

underage drinking go straight to Student Rights and Responsibilities (SRR).  

The rules laid out in said document are expected to cover unregistered recreational activities 

that the board chose to overlook as the recruitment period has not officially begun. However, 

as mentioned in the aforementioned statement, the board is now poised with the necessity to 

act to protect our chapters and chapter members from facing suspension, expulsion and/or 

suffering arrests that may lead to the former. 

As a result, the board is placing the entire Interfraternity Council on an official “Dry” period 

effective IMMEDIATELY until the conclusion of IFC Fall Recruitment, following the ending 

Bid Rally on Thursday, September 15, 2016. 

Meaning: 

No chapter is allowed to have a social event with women, and/or alcohol present around 

potential new members (PNMs). 

 

If there are any such events or ANY evidence that may give cause for the executive board to deem 

the chapter in violation of this executive order and/or the stipulations outlined in the recruitment 

guidelines in our bylaws, the alleged chapter will be subject to provisional suspension1 by the 

Interfraternity Council until an investigation is completed and hearing held by the judicial board 

exonerating the chapter in the applicable instance.  

 

However, if a chapter is found in violation of this executive and/or the stipulations outlined in the 

recruitment guidelines in our bylaws, the chapter will forfeit its rights to participate in IFC 

recruitment and/or extend bids during the Fall 2016 semester.  

 

 

 

                                                           
1 All chapter operations shall cease 


